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Portacool cyclone 3000 specs

This evaporation radiator will cool down your yard, garage or hobby area when comfort counts. Equipped with a powerful centrifugal fan, the Portacol Hurricane™ 3000 provides a quiet operation. Lou adjustable allow you to adjust the air output to exactly where it's needed. Take your outdoor spaces back
from the heat! This product has been discontinued by the manufacturer. Upgrade options include: Portacol Hurricane 130 click view below to learn more about the cooler Portacol Hurricane 130 evaporation. In this review, we will highlight hurricane Portacol 3000 portable evaporation cooler that can be
considered as an alternative to a portable air conditioner. It can also perform very similar functions without a high energy bill from a traditional portable AC. Portacool has become a recognized brand in the field of industrial refrigeration and the company is the market leader in the refrigeration and air
conditioning markets. Read Part 2 of the Portacol review here. Portacol Hurricane 3000 Product Specifications: Product Name: Portacol Hurricane 3000 Portable Evaporation Cooler.Model: PAC2KCYC01Voltage: 120 VoltSColor: BlackQuich Available: NoItem Display Display: 38 × 30 × 20 inches
Weighing: 108 Pounds Shipping: Shipping Costs May be applied by: Amazon.comRemote Available: NoAmazon Price: (see here). The FeaturesEffective for large rooms: This unit can cool large rooms up to 700 square feet and work best for rooms within 500-700 square feet. Cool up to 30F: Use
Portacool Cyclone 3000 to cool your home or office up to 30F under perfect conditions. Consisting of free rust material: Portacool Cyclone 3000 consists of one piece durable, rust-free, leak-proof polyethylene estuaries which, unlike metals or other plastics is suitable for use in any kind of environment.
How effective is it? Former buyers have rated portacool Cyclone 3000 Portable's excellent evaporation performance as excellent cooler, although some users have rated its effective range to be just under the 700 square feet claimed by the company. However, most users have cited it as one of the best
air coolers on the market for cooling an area of about 500-600 square feet. Potential issues with this radiator? In terms of performance, users did not report any major problem. Although some have suggested that the company should have used a stronger substance for the body as the molded
polyethylene used is not considered a suitable alternative to the mineral body. Is it worth the price? This is perhaps a difficult question to answer. For this price you can definitely buy a portable AC, but if you want to save on your energy bill which can rise multiple if you use ac portable, then 3000 Brad
Portacol portable evaporation is definitely worth the price. You'll have to shell out a little more now, but will save much more in the future on energy Do you get it? This is your decision to make as you can only make a purchase decision knowingly. So, read this review carefully and gather more facts before
deciding. Reading the customer reviews of former buyers is a good place to start. Where to buy The Portacool Cyclone 3000You can buy this in Amazon.Final ThoughtsThis is one of the best portable evaporation coolers we have come through and Portacool is known for high quality air conditioning units
that also include air conditioners, coolers, ventilation systems etc. We highly recommend this radiator to our readers. Thank you for reading our Hurricane Portacol 3000 review. Feel free to ask any questions you may have in the comments section below. Customer functionality features review price
model: PAC2KCYC01/PAC2KCYC01A Maximum coverage: 700 squares. Airflow: 2,400 / 3,000 CFM water tank capacity: 16 gallons total amps: 5.6 speeds: 2 and 2 2 of port A-Cool 3000 portable evaporative radiator (PAC2KCYC01 / PAC2KCYC01A) is one of the most efficient and environmentally
friendly ways to keep cool, indoors or out! You can rely on this portable evaporation radiator for all cooling needs during those hot summer months. Hurricane Port-a-Cool 3000 (PAC2KCY01 / PAC2KCYC01A) is extremely powerful and cools without harmful coolers! Its large airflow capacity allows for
supercooling that can cover up to 700 square feet, reducing the temperature from 15 to 25 degrees. Cyclone 3000 Cooler is extremely easy with a built-in hose connected. The 16 gallon water tank can also be filled manually and provides cold air for up to 6 hours. Super portable and easy to move with
heavy wheels, comes complete with the manufacturer's one-year warranty additional reassurance of mind. Do you remember the cold that happens in getting out of the pool on a hot day? This natural evaporation cooling cyclone 3000 cooler creates this natural effect and provides constant flow of cold and
fresh air into hot and uncomfortable environments. The heart of the evaporation cooling system is a KUUL pad where water evaporates and the air that passes through the pillows cools. Port-a-Cool evaporation coolers can reduce ambient temperature by 20 degrees Fahrenheit, turning 90°F into a
comfortable area of 70°F. The operating costs of evaporation coolers are 1/3 of the central air conditioner. The cost of primary equipment is also lower than air conditioners. Port-A-Cool products are manufactured in the USA in Center, Texas. The company is recognized as a leader in this field with Port-A-
Cool products being respected in both the United States and international markets. View more of our Port-A-Cool portable refrigerants model: PAC2KCYC01/PAC2KCYC01A (black/sienna) cooling capacity: 700 square feet. Airflow: 2,400 - 3,000 cfm water tank capacity: 16 gallon fan speed: 2 amptotal:
5.6 unit Dimension: 38 h × 29th × 25d sq 42 h × 31th × 27d unit weight: 100 lbs charging weight: 113 lbs available color: black/siena centrifuge air supply 1/3 high performance two-speed motor coles 700 square. ft. Adjustable Louvers quieter fan centrifuge operation smaller footprint reduces tempratures
up to 30 degrees Fahrenheit energy efficiency of 5.6amps for pump and water-level water pipe sight and swamp sink 3/4 hose sink to run longer permanent one piece, rust-free, leak-proof leak estuaries phlyethylene. The use of efficient and efficient environmentally friendly resources of colat without
chemicals or long-term dependence refrigerants - near maintenance-free fully assembled shipping process - ready to work from the UL listed box (electric models) in the United States and Canada vinyl cover PAC-CVR-02 MK-47 Port-A-Cool Cyclone 3000 product paper Port-A-Cool Cyclone 3000 User
Guide User Guide User Guide User Guide User Guide
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